
RACE 
ECHELON

Document description : understand and organize the organisation of « in-race 
vehicules » is key in a mass event cyling race. The aim of this document is to 
present the vehicules allowed, their role and their positioning within the participants



ORGANIZATION CHECK
T -30 minutes

Who? A staff member from the 
organization teams, who knows 
the race security requirements (in 
terms of road closure).

What? Check that marshalls are in 
place according to plan. 
Eventually notify Command 
Center if someone is missing.

POLICE CHECK
T -10 minutes

Who? Policemen.

What? Check that policemen are 
in place according to plan. 
Eventually notify Command 
Center if someone is missing.

ROUTE CLEAR
T -2 minutes

Who? One or two motorbikes 
from the police

What? Just ahead of the leading 
cars, make sure the route is clear.

LEADING CARS
T -1 minute

Who? One vehicle from the Police 
+ one vehicle from organization 
(the famous « Red Car »)

What? Lead and « open the race » 
just ahead of the first riders.

FIRST RIDERS
Time T



LEADING WAVE

Who? 1 police motorbike, 1 race 
control motorbike.

What? Start just before every new 
every wave. Stay at the front until 
the fastest riders catch up the 
slowest of the previous wave.
Then follow a specific itinerary 
timetable.
Listen and obey to Command 
Center needs.

SAFETY

Who? 1 race control motorbike
(can have a media person with 
him)

What? Ready to help with any 
accidents reported ahead of him.
Can flag any dangerous situation 
with a yellow flag.
Listen and obey to Command 
Center needs.

MEDICAL

Who? One ambulance + one 
motorbike with a doctor.

What? Ready to help with any 
accidents reported ahead of him.
Listen and obey to Command 
Center needs.



TIMING VEHICLE

Who? Organization timing vehicle

What? Drive at a certain speed to 
respect the time barrier. If riders 
are passed by, they are not « in 
race » any more. Riders can keep 
on cycling under their own 
responsability, or can give up and 
be assisted.

BROOM WAGON

Who? Bus + loader

What? Assist riders who want
to give up on the way.
(Note: other busses are waiting
near feeding stations to assist
all the riders who are out of
time).

CLEANING

Who? 1 cleaning vehicle

What? Collect trash left behind 
on sides of the road by riders.
Not concerned by the feeding 
stations (specific cleaning 
teams there).

Last riders before 
time limit

Out of time riders

REOPENING OF ROADS

Who? 1 Police vehicle

What? Reopen roads 
and brief policemen in 
place.

AKIS EXPRESS CAR 
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